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Grads to face
stiff job market

· Finally, some fun in the sun

by LAUREN BUCHER
student writer

T
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-Students celebrate the arrival of summer weather and take a break from Dead Week at the stress reduction fair
Tuesday. The fair featured an inflateable castle, group dancing and, until one ~isappeared, puppies.

Bush's ASI speech
amuses, uplifts crowd
Former president gets friendly with fans

Owner will not press charges, but her
dogs will not return to HU
·
MCCLAIN
student writer
. BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief

T
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by STEVEN CHANDLER
student writer

C

rowds of people
packed the Benson
auditorium on April
22 to hear former U.S. president George W. Bush tell
stories filled with insights
into the presidency, lessons
he's learned over the years
and even a few jokes.
Many in the crowd received
Bush's speech warmly, and
several times the Benson
broke out in enthusiastic
applause. Among the impressed was Harding's own
president.
"I thought the evening
went very well," Harding
President Dr. David Burks
said: "I think it was significant
that we had another major
speaker on campus. I thought
the president's remarks were
very positive and very downto-earth, and I thought he
maintained himself on a
very high plane during his
presentation."
Burks said pe was particularly impressed with Bush's
resolve not to criticize the
current administration of
President Obama, saying
that it was "good policy on
his part."
During Bush's visit on
campus he spoke for around
30 minutes to the ASI board
members and went to a reception prior to dinner. He

joined about 750 people for
dinner in the cafeteria and
then spoke to more than
· 4,000 people, of""'.hich most
were students.
Bush's visit to campus
marks the third U.S. president to visit Harding, the
other two being his father,
George H.W. Bush, and
Gerald Ford.
"A lot of what you get
about presidents is the
negative perceptions and
the guys that impersonate
them," assistant professor of
political science Lori Klein
said. "I think a lot of people
walked out saying, Tm going to have to reassess these
things,' and I think that is
a lesson that we probably
could apply to most of our
presidents in recent history.
We are just getting bits and
pieces of tpem and so what
we really got, I think the
most valuable thing, was a
much larger chunk of information than usual about
how he thinks, about how
he speaks and contemplates,
about how he responds to
questions, and that was
interesting to me."
Bush talked about a wide
variety of things ranging
from adjusting to life ·after
the presidency, encounters
he had with ·various world
leaders, trips to foreign lands, ·
how he has seen the power of
prayer at work and even how

his day went on 9/11.
"I loved his speech," said
Tiffany Parish, president of ·
ASI Distinguished Students.
"I thought he was interesting
and funny but also had really
good things to say. I really
liked when he talked about
the Oval Office and just all
the different"ways that h_e
brought in his principles
and the things he believed
. "
m.
Parish was not the only one
who enjoyed his speech.
"I really think people just
appreciated it because it
wasn't like you were listening
to a president speak,"junior
Molly McCoy said. "It was
like you were just talking to
a friend that was telling you
stories. lt was easy to listen
to and easy to relate to."
For the most part, not
many students were able
to personally interact with
the pre~ident. He talked to
a few and took pictures with
some as he walked between
places he needed to be; but
one student in particular
got a little bit closer of an
interaction with him.
McCoy waited an hour
and a half for Bush outside
of the Liberty Room in the
Heritage Buildirig where she
knew he would walk through
on his way to speak at the
ASI Board meeting.
see BUSH on page 3a
pag~
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Puppy stolen during
campus event rescued
by ALEXANDRA

Bush delivers his speech to a packed Benson Auditorium last Thursday.

his year 556 Harding·
students will walk
across the stage and
into the post-college world.
Graduation, a rite ofpassage
and a symbol of growing
up, invokes a wide range of
emotions. Naturally, student
reactions and plans varywidely.
Some are eagerly anticipating
entering the corporate world,
others plan to go to graduate
school and still others plan to
travel or work abroad.
Many students said they
are confident about being
hired in their respective fields
quickly after graduation and
are looking forward to using
their degrees.
"You're just ready to
graduate, at this point," senior computer science major
Kaley Crum said: "I am not
too worried about getting a
job. I'll start looking after
I graduate. Something will

come along eventually, and
if it doesn't, I'll move."
Others students, however,
are concerned about the struggling economy and anticipate
that it will prevent them from
being hired quickly.
"[Graduation] is bittersweet," senior marketing
major Kelly Click said. "I
think it'~ going to be difficult
to find <P job. A lot of other
people I've talked to feel the
same way."
Some students plan on
taking post-graduation
internships, either paid or
unpaid, in hope of making
professional contacts, getting
experience and building their
portfolios.
Similarly, many graduating
students have opted to continue
their educations. For some,
graduate school was the plan
from the beginning. But for
others,continuingtheireduca- ·
tion became more appealing
after they considered

uesday's stress reduction fair became
quite stressful for
fatti Davis, the owner of
Patti's Puppies, when her
seven-week-old Teacup
Yorkshire Terrier was stolen
from the front lawn. A
person acquainted with
the alleged thief returned
the puppy to Davis the
next day.
. The stolen puppy was
one of 15 that Davis had
brought to the Front Lawn
for the fair. Each of the
puppies was for sale, but she
said they were mainly there
for students to play with.
Both students and animals
were under Davis's constant
supervision, and she said .
she periodically did head
counts to make sure none
had wandered off.
"On the third count,
the little girl was gone,"
Davis said, referring to the
unnamed female Yorkshire
Terrier puppy.
The puppy disappeared
around 2 p.m., and Davis
rounded up her remaining

dogs, much to the disappointment of the children
and students at the fair.
"I felt really bad when
I had to pick up my puppies to leave because little
kids were crying, and this
was bad for everyone,"
she said.
Davis said Harding
Public Safety arrived about
.an hour later. Public Safety
then called Searcy Animal
Control and' the Searcy
Police Department about
the missing puppy.
"They announced over
the P.A. that the baby was
missing and they were
supposed to announce it
in chapel [Wednesday]
morning," she said.
Davis was advised to
give whoever stole the ·
puppy a 24-hour grace
period to return her before
she pressed charges. The
stolen puppy was valued
at $600, and Arkansas law
states that theft ofproperty
worth more than $500 is
a felony. But bavis said it
was crucial for the puppy
to be returned in a timely
manner because she was
taking special medications
for stress and bacteria.
The puppy's alleged
abductor is allegedly a Har-

ding student who lives off
campus with her husband
and y.oung daughter. Davis
said the student tried to feed
the puppy, but she would
not eat. She also offered
the puppy milk, which
the puppy also refused.
Milk can give young dogs
diarrhea, Davis said, or,
worse, send them into a
"sugar coma."
Davis said she did not
get any sleep Tuesday night
because she was worried
about the puppy. Her dogs
are more than merchandise
to her, she said.
But there was a break in
the case the next morning.
A woman whom Davis
declined to name called
her around 8 a.m. and
said the stolen puppy was
in her care. Davis said the
woman was a friend of the
student who allegedly took
the dog and had confronted
her Tuesd;i.y night about
the stolen puppy. Based
on what the friend told
Davis, the student realized
that she could not keep
the Yorkshire puppy, but
she did not want to deal
directly with Davis or the
police.
"~is girl was going
see PUPPY on page 3a
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Patti Davis, owner of Patti's Puppies, holds the Yorkshire Terrier puppy that
was allegedly stolen by a student during the stress reduction fair Tuesday.
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Arizo.na's new immigration
law under heavy criticism
Arizona's governor signed a bill on Friday that requires immigrants to have their alien registration papers on them at all
times, allows police to talk to people they suspect to be illegal
jmmigrants and cracks down on employers that make a practice
·
of hiring or transporting illegal immigrants.
Critics of the legislation say the law will encourage racial
profiling and even further alienate immigrants from Americans.
Democrats are among the harshest critics, on Wednesday asking Arizona to overturn this law. However, they have been unsuccessful in gaining Republican support.
Petitions against the tourism industry-have begun online with
many people boycotting summer trips to Arizona. But tourism
companies are claiming innocent in the matter.
"We just want to remind people that there's a human face to
this issue and it's the workers at these resorts, hotels and restaurants throughout Arizgna," president and CEO of the Arizona
Hotel & Lodging Association Debbie Johnson said in an interview
with CNN.
Rep. Raul Grijalva, co-chairman of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus, said that immigration reform should be dealt with by the
nation, not individual states. President Oba.ma is firm on the matter as well, saying that a comprehensive plan is needed.
"I think we need to start a process at least to open up a
smarter, better discussion than the one that is raging right now,"
Obama said.

Hawking says intelligent
alien life likely exists
Could there be extraterrestrial
life somewhere out there in the
universe? For thousands of years
people have looked up into the
night sky and contemplated the
· mysteries of the universe.
In a new series on the Discovery Channel, "Into the Universe
with Stephen Hawking," Hawking
says that not only could there
. · be alien life on some other planet out there in the void, but it's
possible that there are aliens traversing the universe right ·now.
Hawking theorizes that these other-worldly peoples might possess some sort of super-advanced technology that allows them
to harness energy of untold magnitudes from whatever star happens to be nearest to them. With this energy they could create
- a wormhole that would give them the capability to travel vast
distances across time and space. In Hawking's opinion, it might
not be a good day for humanity if such an advanced species
of intelligent life were to suddenly happen upon our little blue
planet.
But don't worry; NASA is taking a preemptive course of action
by beginning their own search .for alien life. Of the eight possible
missions, two of which include delving the oceans of Europa and
probing Titan for organic material, NASA must choose only one
to fund. But NASA isn't limiting its search to just our solar system. Already NASA has launched Kepler, a spacecraft fitted with
a telescope that has the potential to spot smaller planets similar
to earth that are beyond our solar system. It will take three and .
a half years for Kepler to complete its mission. Until then, NASA
is contemplating its next big project, the hunt for alien life. And if
Hawking's foreboding ~omments have any merit, let's just hope
they don't find us first.
1
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A furry spectator sits patiently by its owner at the Nashville Country Music Marathon on
Saturday. Many Harding students were among the 35,000 participants.

How to not get h~red after graduation
by KYLIE AKINS

"

assistant news editor

...

List club week as a character-building experience
• Explain that your work, though usually late, is always of highest quality
List your social club president as areference
Ask your future employer how many unexcused absences are allowed
List all your intramural sports scores
Tell your future employer'you need an hour after lunch for naptime
Still have high school self-portraits all over your Facebook
List your 8 a.m. class professor as a referertce

Tornadoes tear through
South, take 12 lives
After several tornadoes touched down throughout Mississippi,
Lnuisiana and Alabama on Saturday and Sunday, 12 were left
. dead in its wake including three children.
The tornado that caused the
most damage traveled 150
miles across Mississippi and
into Alabama where it weakened. The National Weather Service estimated that the tornado
had wind speeds of up to 170
miles per hour.
Large parts of Mississippi
are without power, and many
are left homeless. On Monday, Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour
said he asked for federal emergency aid funds to help with the
rehabilitating damages across the state.
Yazoo County, Miss., was one of the hardest counties, with
four deaths and heavy damage. Barbour, whose hous·e is located
in Yazoo City, reported that the tornado "seemed to be to be
several miles wide" in some places.
Barbour said he anticipates Yazoo county to submit an application for a disaster declaration.
·
Ten people were killed within Mississippi, and two were killed
in Alabama.

First full face transplant
performed in Spain
After 30 surgeons worked for over 24 hours in surgery, Spanish doctors say they have completed the world's first successful
full face transplant on a man who was injured in an accident.
After nine failed operations, this surgery replaced his nose, lips,
teeth and cheekbones.
"The patient asked to see himself one week after the surgery,
and he reacted very calmly and with satisfaction, and when we
asked him - in writing, because we communicate with writing
and gestures - he said he was very grateful and satisfied," the
medical team's leader Joan Pere Barret said in an interview with
CNN.
Though this is the first full face transplant, several partial face
transplants have been done in France, Spain, China and the U.S.

Mention your lifelong aversion to authority figures and teamwork
Demand a secretary
' .J.!•

"Some of these kids were dug o·u t from
rubble, and now they cl.i inb over rubble to
get into school. "
- EMILE JEAN LOUIS, whose school cannot pay the $1,000 to remove the
rubble from their campus· in Port-au-Prince, Haiti

"This ordinance prev~nts restau~ants from
preying on children's love of toys."
- KEN YEAGER, of the Sanra Clara County, California, board of supervisors, who voted yes to banning food services from offering toys and
other promotions that come with high-calorie meals until they meet
nutritional standards

"The Hollywood sign will welcome dreamers,
artists and Austrian bodybuilders for
· generations to come."
'

- ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Cali{ornia governor, after Hugh Hefner
donated $900,000 to keep the famous· sign from property developers
·.'

"With this decision, we are beginning a new
direction in our nation(s :e~ergy future."
- KEN SALAZ.AR, Interior Secr'etary, Off the ·approval of the U.S.'s first
offshore wind farm,·to be ..developed·off the coast·of Cape Code, Mass.
.
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PUPPY:

Dog alle-gedly
nabbed from HU Stress

Many the miles

Relief Fair ~uesday

continued from page
la
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Runners compe~e in the Country Music Marathon in Nashville, Tenn. Over 35,000 runners competed in the
event last weekend, including several Harding s1udents. Runners could also choose to run a half marathon.

BUSH:

Ne"W" o"W"ners

upgrade
Underground
by STEVEN CHANDLER

dogs and begin selling more
baked goods such as pastries,
cookies and cakes. In efforts
The Underground Cof- to try to have the best coffee
feehouse officially became the in Searcy, the owners are even
Underground Cafe when Sean re-evaluating their coffee. For
and Emily Hudkins became the time being the same coffee is going to be served that
owners on April 4.
"We want students to was previously served. The
expect a new and exciting new owners are considering
Underground corpe fall," Sean transitioning to a Fair Trade
Hudkins, new owner of the - certified brand.
Harding junior Tate PetUnderground Cafe, said"Expect
more special events, bands, and tyjohn is helping with the
opportunities involving the transitions that the owners
Underground Cafe."
are taking on. He is serving as
1beHudkinswere the owners the creative di.rector and media
· ofZion Rock Climbing yenter consultant, fulfilling internship
before they also became owners requirements for his major,
of the Underground. They said electronic media production.
they have big plans to enhance Pettyjohn has worked for the
the experience and further the Hudkins for around two and a
services that the Underground halfyears and is excited about
can offer and make it more their new ownership of the
Underground.
enjoyable for all.
"We want to be one of the
'Tue new owners are fantaspremier places to be in Searcy," tic," Pettyjohn said. "They also
Sean said. 'Wewant)UU to come own Zion Climbing Center, and
to the Underground and expect ·the online Christian bookstore,
great coffee, great atmosphere 'My Christian Value. 'They are
and live, local music multiple .extremely fun, responsible and
nights per week. We want to friendly. They are a great new
know who you are. We want fuce for the Underground.They
to know your name. We want truly care for Harding students
to know how you like your and all Searcy residents."
coffee and how you can't stand
The Underground Cafe
onions on your sandwich. We provides numerous things for
want to serve you."
customers ranging from live
Customers can expect the music to food. As far as food
Underground to go through goes, the Underground offers
some changes in the future. sandwiches of all kinds, fresh
The owners have cleaned soups ofthe day, baked goods,
"from wall to wall," and plan milkshakes, all types oflattes,
to keep it that way. Also, the blended drinks, iced coffees and
ownernareplanningtopaintthe so on. The Underground also
Underground soon in order to provides a couple of avenues
create a new atmosphere.
for people to entertain themThere are a few things that . selves. There are many board
are being eliminated altogether. games that people can take
The kids' play room is going to advantage of, the recreational
be changed to something that rock climbing walls in the
has yet to be determined, while Zion Climbing Center, rooms
the putt-putt area is going to be available for meetings and a
changed into space that can qe · stage for live bands.
'We want students to know
usedfurparties,grou'ps,meetings,
church gatherings and other that we do not see ourselves as
events. This will lend itself fo competitors with Midnight Oil
a greater aspect ofcommunity or any other coffee venues in
that the owners are striving town," Sean said. We want to
for. They have been working try to optimize our large space
with the Harding SA to host and the unique things we have
off-campus events. The owners to offer for everyone who walks
also said they want to be able through our doors."
The Underground Cafe
to partnerwit;h the community
and city of Searcy in as many offers student discounts and
ways as possible.
is located at 120 N. Spruce
Certain aspects of food St. It is open from 7 a.m. to
and drink are being re-evalu- curfew on Monday through
ated. The Underground is Friday and 9 a.m. to curfew
planning to stop serving hot on Saturday and Sunday.

student writer

HARDING

have been real
dead."
P-atti Davis
F'atti's Puppies
expressed her disappointment
that the thief did not return
her puppy in person.
"I feel that, if she f~lt she
was woman enough to steal
someone's puppy, she should be
woman enough to walk up to
my door and say, 'Ms. Davis, I
stole your puppy and I'm sorry.'
But she wasn't woman enough
to say that," Davis said.
Patti's Puppies will not be
bringing dogs to future stress
reduction fairs, Davis said,
because she feels she cannot
trust the students.

Former president speaks on campus,
kisses student's cheek

continued from page
la
McCoy stood wearing
a "George Bush is My
Homeboy" T -shirt as well
as a sign made on the back
of computer paper that
asked, "May I sluake your
hand plea.se?"
Bush saw McCoy, pulled
her through the photographers
and security and took pictures
with her before kissing her
on the cheek. McCoy was
so excited that she could
not speak and even began
to cry out of excitement
once he left.
At the dinner, Parish was
sitting at the table with just
one person between her and
the president. She talked
with the president. about
things one would expect to
hear a president talk about
such as economics and social security. However, they
even talked about "normal"
things, such as this year's
NCAA football National
Championship game between
Alabama and Texas, since
Parish and Bush were fans
of the two different teams,
respectively.
During Parish's visit with
the president at dinner, she
mentioned to Bush that Mc-

·
·
photo by LIZ HOWELL
President George Bush poses with student Molly McCoy after kissing her on the cheek.

Coy was so excited to meet
him that she started to cry
once he walked away. Upon
. hear~ng this Bush asked for
McCoy's name, took his
place card at the dinner table,
wrote "Best wishes Molly"
on it, signed his name and
gave it to Parish, who then
.gave it to McCoy that night
after the speech.
After Bush's speech
there was a brief ques -

tion-and-answer portion
using questions submitted
by attendees of the dinner
that evening. Before he left,
the entire assembly was led
in singing "The Lord Bless
You and Keep You."
"It's unusual to have a
U.S. president speak on your
campus," Dr. Burks said. "I
think it is just ·a great opportunity for students and
faculty and members of the

community to hear ,from .
people like this. These are
just unusual opportunities
to hear from world leaders.
The fact they're here does
not mean that we agree
with everything they say
or everything they have
done, but the fact that we
can hear first- hand from
these world leaders, I think,
is an important part of the
Harding experience."

GRADUATE: Students make post-grad plans in "highly
competitive" iob market
continued from page la
the struggling economy.
"I am planning on teaching," senior
general studies major Kelsey Curtis
said. "I was going to try and find a job
unrelated to teaching for a while before,
but the economy doesn't really allow
for me to spend a year or so trying to
find a job. I am hoping that, when I
do graduate with my master's, the job
market will be more open and I will
be more qualified because I chose to
specialize in something. "
Senior Joshua Bakke is headed to
medical school.
"As far as the recession goes, it
really hasn't ha~ any effect on my
plans," Bakke said. "I believe that it is
important to do what you are passionate
about and to walk through the doors
the ~ord has opened for you, and for
me that is medical school ... I'm not
going to allow the fear of what may
or may not be stop me from pursuing
what I'm passionate about." ·
According to CareerBuilder.com's
annual job forecast, "competition for
jobs among recent graduates will remain highly competitive." A survey
conducted by the Web site among

student publications
AT

to leave the puppy in a box in
front of my store, but a friend
talked her out ofit,"Davis said.
"Which was good, because that
little girl [the puppy] would
have been real dead."
Instea<l, the friend took
the puppy and held onto her
overnight. Around 10 a.m.
Wednesday, she brought the
puppy back to Davis's store
on Race Street: Davis said
the puppy was exhausted but
showed no other ill effects.After
a few hours she started eating
again, and by that afternoon
the puppy had grown more
energetic, chewing on Davis'
earring as she spoke.
D avis said charges will not
be pressed against the woman
who took the dog because she
was returned within the 24-hour
grace period. However, she

"That Iittle girl
(the puppy) would

2,778 U.S. hiri11g managers and HR
professionals this year found that the
percentage of em'p loyers planning
to hire recent college graduates is
fairly similar to last year's percentage.
Forty~four percent of employers polled
responded that they will be hiring
recent college graduates, up from 43
percent in 2009.
"Even though companies are
gra~ually starting to hire again, the
job market will still be challenging for
college graduates this year," said Brent
Rasmussen, president of CareerBuilder
North America.
Currently, the unemployment rate
in the U.S. is 9. 7 percent, according
to the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and Harding's Career Center
has seen the effects of the recession.
Jobs for recent graduates are scarcer
in economic recessions than in economic booms.
"Last year, job recruiting was'down
and businesses were hiring fewer students, but this spring more recruiters
have come to the campus and are
hiring more students," Kay Sherman
from the Career Center said. "We are
seeing recruiting come back up."

The Career Center responded to the
economic recession by increasing t he
number of career fairs, career events
and career information sessions. In
addition, the Career Center invited
many new and different organizations on campus to recruit. According
to Sherman, the Spring Career Expo
was larger than it was in the fall, and
more organizations came to campus
and recruited more students.
"The Career Center is an education
center. We can show students what to
do, what to say... how to present themselves," Sherman said. "We are here for
both students and alumni."
Chancellor C~ff Ganus. will speak
at Harding's graduation ceremony
Saturday, May 8. The ceremony will
be held in the Ganus Athletic Center
beginning at 10 a.m. with the doors
opening at 8 a.m.
Out of the 556 students graduating,
124 students are from Harding's graduate
programs; the other 432 students are
from Harding's undergraduate program.
The•first graduating class from Harding's
master's degree program of speech language pathology will join other students
walking across the stage.

....,••
!/.,'l!ffi
600 South Remington ·Searcy, AR 72143 • (501) 279-4341
DANNY WOOD, Manager • Email: hardingpress@harding.edu
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"PowerPoint
makes us stupi9."

A HARDING UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATION

EDITORIAL STAFF

- GENERAL JAMES MATTIS,

Blake Mathews

of the Marine Corps, saying the U.S. military overuses the
Microsoft program during its Afganistan strategy meetings

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

~edback
~r Loop
I V\
,

Good night,
good luck

M

y name is Blake
Mathews, and this
is my 18th column,
·Beth Cantrell
BUSINESS MANAGER
my 45th issue of The Bison and
the last of countless hours I've
Nick Michael
COPY EDITOR
spent as an employee of Student
- Publications. There are a lot of
Sarah Kyle
NEWSEDiTOR
numbers involved when you've
ut of the 20,000 residents
the Country's Worst Motels, Classic
been a print journalism major for
of this town, there are
MICHAEL CLAXTON
Student Goofs (and a few faculty
Chris O'Dell
SPORTS EDITOR
this long, and when you get to
at least a dozen who get
ones), Anti-Mole Strategies, the
your last issue the temptation is
Perils of Driveways and Sprinkler
especially nervous reading The
Kim Kokernot
FEATURES EDITOR
to count them all, but only one
Bison. It's not because they wince
Heads, What to do in Case of a
thing really matters: did you use
Tornado, Hot Mies and Funerals,
at the occasional typo or dread the
Sara Shaban
OPINIONS EDITOR
your time with the student press
controvers)r that now-and-again
How Fish-tank can go Bad,
to serve the student body?
crops up on the opinion page. In
Wall-Removal and Other Hobbies,
Noah Darnell
When I wrote my first column
PHOTOGRAPHER
But back to the Sunday round
fact, this close circle of friends,
Sure-Fail InterviewTips, Harding
as editor-in-chief of The Bison
table. In ~e you've never been to
which gathers every Sunday for
Characters and Travel Tales 101.
Nick Michael
way back in September, I laid out
PHOTOGRAPHER
''.Another Alternative," it's a self-serve It's '!Jeopardy" meets HGTV meets
lunch an4 what some might call
a proposition to you, the readers.
"Friends."
high-spirited fellowship, should have buffet luncheon in the Founder's
Hagen Atkins
Reader and editor would come
Room of the Heritige Building. A
ASSISTANT PHOTOGRAPHER
nothing to be afraid of at all. Except
I'm fairly new to this gang, but
together and create a newspaper
favorite of the after-church crowd,
that they have a journalist in their
Craig Rainbolt
it feels so much like family. When I
that cold the story of Harding
this Aramark production features
midst who is desperate for material,
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER
announced three months ago that
from a truly student perspective.
a wonderful array of vegetables,
and our Siinday brunch invariably
I wanted to buy a house, a chorus
MaryCaitlin Tanksley
It would mean extra effort for the
salads, meats, breakfast foods and
produces it in volumes.
ART EDITOR
of veteran homeowners let the
editorial staff, extra digging when
desserts, including a chocolate
advice fly so fut and furious that I
I get this a lot. In fact, as an
Kylie Akins
the easy details were well in hand,
cream pie good enough to have its
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
English teacher it's now more
was reduced to scribbling notes on
but I can confidently say that my
own daytime talk show.
common for me to hear "Please
Carly Kester
sugar packets. Whenever Bible class
fellow
editors and I went those
ASSISTANT COPY EDITOR
And it's where a group of dose
don't write about this" than ''I'd
or the sermon is especially good,
extra
miles
to publish stories that
friends meets for lunch and lively
better watch my grammar." Around
Chris Bingham
the conversation continues long
grabbed
your
attention.
ILLUSTRATOR
conversation. While this quiet,
me people tend to go off the record
after the dismissal bell. And when
And
what
did
you, gentle
Jeremy D . Beauchamp
faster than Jon Gosselin's publicist,
dignilied sercing, complete with
anyone has a tough personal issue,
readers,
have
to
do
while we
FACULTY ADVISER
doth napkins, fresh flowers and live
since my motto is ''All the world's a
12 sympathetic ears turn, ;µid two
went
above
and
beyond
to bring
column." And I believe that when
music-usually plays host to calm,
dozen shoulders become available.
you
the
truth
about
your
world?
soft-spoken discussions, there is one
all other inspiration fails, you can
I'm dedicating this last Bison
We
asked
you
to
be
enthusiastic
table in the room where decorum
_always write about your friends.
column for the spring semester
CONTRIBUTORS
participants, to Tweet with
almost ,always breaks down. You've
Food-based gatherings are, of
to our graduating seniors. I hope
James Buce
our
special hashtag, to leave
while you've been at Harding you've
course, pretty common around here. probably heard us halfWay across
comments
on our ,pnline stories.
James Taylor
campus, as we follow Bill Cosby's
found friends who share your
A group of distinguished gents can
One
time,
I made a personal
advice to "talk loud and draw a
Evan Church
deepest values, who stand by you
be found every morning at Hardees,
request
in
my
column for simple
crowd."
in your struggles and who get your
sipping senior-discount coffee and
Michael Claxton
three-line
poems
about the
We are an eclectic bunch.
smiling at all those harried young
sense of humor. If not, or if that
Heather Watkins
tribulations
of
college
life. And
We have librarians, bankers and
folk who have to gulp breakfut
circle is breaking up next week, may
Courtney Darnell
how
did
you
respond?
on the way to work. I'm told that
professors. We have specialists in
you find life-affirming and joyous
Thomas Hill
· YOU BLEW IT!
much county business has been
information technology, course
companions wherever you go.
We were 'lucky to find three
Stephen Chandler
unofficially conducted over ham
scheduling and travel arrangements.
May you daily put a premium on
non-staff
members using the
Alexandra McClain
and biscuits at Bobby's, while
We have a pilot and a pianist, a girl
relationships, and may others always
#mybison
hashtag each week,
scout and a director, a school teacher wonder what your dinner table is
probably a quarter of all the themed
Joseph Dickerson
most
of
the
comments on The
up to. My favorite line from Y~ts
baby showers in Searcy were hatched and a grandma. Our ages range
Tiffu.ny Jones
Bison's
Web
site were politicallyat the Cookie Basket. Since I moved from seven to um, a number slightly goes like this: '~k where man's
Lauren Bucher
motivated
punches
thrown by
higher than seven, and we come
glory both begins and ends, and say
to Searcy I've been on group trips
non-students
over
the
A&P tax
Jess Ardrey
to Georgetown, joined a crowd at
from different parts of the country
my glory was I had such friends."
and
my
request
for
student
poetry
Janet Orgain
and abroad. We know each others'
the Whistle Stop, and toasted sweet
Farewell seniors, and on to glory, in
fell
on
deaf
ears.
Deaf,
uncultured
stories, families and quirks. And at
iced tea with friends at the Toot-nevery sense of the word.
ears.
least once per week, we have a grand
Moo. I could publish a book just
CONTACT US
That's not to say you didn't
about the monkey business over
time.
offer
feedback on our work. I've
nacho chips every Thursday at Mi
A radio morning program
DR. MICHAEL CLAXTON is
INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING?
plenty of comments
received
Publito, after which I'd have to leave could not dream up all the topics
a guest contributor for The
PLEASE DIRECT SUBMISSIONS ID:
about
my
news stories . .. many
town and settle in Montana under
we've covered over salacj. and sliced
Bison. He may be contacted
from my boss telling me that I've
The Bison
an assumed name and a false beard.
iurkey: Things Said by Children,
at mclaxtol @harding.edu.
Harding University
said something to upset someone
900 E. Center
- or their spouse. But when ,
HU Box 11192
a student come~ up to me and
Searcy, AR 72149
tells me his or her opinion on
Student Center
something
I wrote, I really take it
Room 223
HEATHER WATKINS
en I was seven years
only ran skin deep.
bmathews@harding.edu
to heart.
Id, I swore I would
Once college started, my feelings
Or, at least, I would like to
501 -279-4696
eiter play sports again. I
became dormant. I had the facilities
NEWSROOM
every
once in a while. Do you
had been the only girl on my soccer
for any creative endeavor I desired,
501 -279-4471
know
what piece has generated
team, and I volunteered to sit out of
while almost everyone who had
EDITOR
mo're
feedback
than anything I've
501-279-4330
games whenever i could. I did this
been an all-star in high school had
written
in
my
five
semesters with
ADVERTISING
not because I was lazy, but because
.to redefine who he or she was.
The Bison? "The Double Down
swam. I didn't excel, but I was good
I wanted to collect the plastic
fr was not until this past semester
Review." I wrote about autism,
enough to stay out of the negative
Kool-Aid
bottle
tops
left
over
from
of
my
junior year that I realized
INFORMATION
clinical depression and the
limelight.
My
dramatic
14-year-old
·
how strong my emotions were. I
halftime for future art projects.
frontiers of human knowledge,
life was a mediocre attempt to be
The Bison is a campus newspahad signed up for a time slot during
This athletic abstinence worked
but nothing speaks to·my
included
in
a
world
I
did
not
enjoy
per, edited and largely financed
out well until my fifth grade year,
the 24-7 prayer week and was
audience
like 600 words about
or
care
about.
by students, seeking to provide
when my family' moved to a small
praying for orphans in Third World
meat.
In
the
middle
of
my
freshman
high-quality journalistic discu~
town where most people thought
countries, mothers with cancer
Well, The Bison held up its
year, I was saved. My family moved
sion of issues of concern to the
art was the logo painted on the
and for people who didn't believe
end
to
a
town
that
had
opportunities
of the agreement. We took
Harding community.
basketball court. No longer was
in God. As I was going through
our jobs seriously and strove to
outside of athletics. I ditched the
It also serves as an educational being the best "colorer" in the class
the requests, I picked up one for
make the eighty-fifth volume of
swim team for the musical, joined
tool for students, providing pracenough to claim a top spot on the
the Harding baseball team. I rolled
chorus
and
took
art
classes.
My
this newspaper one that would
tical experience to enhance skills
social ladder. Organized sports
my eyes and my first impulse was
be held up as an example for
friends
were
the
kind
of
people
learned in the classroom.
began to rule recess, and kids began
to p!Jt it in the ·"prayed for" box
generations to come. What does
who would rather watch ''Amelie"
The Bison recognizes its responwithout praying for it. Immediately,
to compare and rank athletic ability.
the 86th volume of the Harding
than "Friday Night Lights/' and I
sibility to be accurate and objective
Thankfully, I was good at four
I was aware and disgusted by the
student body have to show
found my competitive streak while
in its reporting while upholding the square and had a knack fo~ any
hypocrisy and poison that had
for itself? You stole a puppy.
competing in voice competitions
( hristian ideals for which Harding
type of strange relay or game that
been exposed inside me. Who was
Congratulations.
and
auditions.
Organized
athletics
exists.
• included water balloons, so I would
I to judge? A team is made up of
As I close out my final issue
started
to
become
the
enemy
rather
It attempts to serve as a forum
redeem myself at the annual field
human beings all loved and created
as
editor-in-chief
of T h e Bison,
than
the
necessity.
My
chorus
class
for student perspectives, welcomday. During middle school, the
by God, who feel emotion and
I
want
to
thank
my
intrepid
met
in
a
trailer
and
our
auditorium
ing letters to the editor which
stakes'becarne higher. Kids had
have ideas and hopes just as I do.
200
people.
My
high
editorial
staff,
the
student
sat
barely
adhere to ethical and professional
to tty out for sports teams, and
My anger towards a system had no
school did, however, have two gyms
writers who refused to give up
standards and are no more than
those who were unsuccessful in
justification when transferred to the
and
a
new
$1
million
track
to
keep
when we were counting on them
-300words in length.
making a team faced four years of
individual.
and the handful of readers who
the
cheerleaders
from
having
shin
Signed columns appearing
anonymity and rejection. I chose
Since then, I have worked at
expected
excellen ce and cared 1
splints.
To
say
the
least,
my
friends
in The Bison are the views of the
band as my elective, which is bad
changing my heart, and I have
enough to hold us accountable.
and I were bircer and relished in the
writer ~nd may not reflect the
found freedom from a hatred
news for any seventh gr~der in
All of you make this job worth
part of the unappreciated artists wha that I once thought to be godly.
official policy of the Harding Unithe United States but even worse
it, even when it felt like it was
hone their creativity with the plight
versity administration. Unsigned·
for those who live in a town with
There is no such thing as godly
going to kill me.
of
being
overlooked.
columns represent the view of
. practically no arts budget. To
hatred towards a man, even if his
And to all the rest of you ... I
my
hatred
spread
to
For
me,
the editorial board.
heighten the humiliation, all the
actions may seem to call for it.
.hope
you've enjoyed 18 columns
the
whole
athletic
world.
Every
The Bison is published by Harband kids were put in the same P.E.
This beautiful collaboration of
of my rambling, pedantic, tonguehumiliation and inadequacy I
ding University, Searcy, AR 72149. class and forced to play games such
community and individuality is a
had experienced at the hand of
in-cheek nonsense this year. God
Subscription rate: $1 O per year.
as "slaughter ball" agamst the kids
part of God, and allows me to be
sports
fuele4
my
resentment
of
the
bless all of you, and never stop
. Periodical postage (USPS
who had chosen P.E. for fun. The
who I am while still rooting for
evil machine that overpaid overreading the news.
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143. massacres I wimessed on that field
the home team.
glorified morons and caused good
Postmaster~ Send address changwill never be forgotten and give
men to become lethargic fathers
HEATHER WATKINS is a guest
es to Harding University Box
BLAKE MATHEWS serves as the
"Band of Brothers" a whole new
and
smart
women
to
become
contributor
for The Bison.
11192, Searcy, AR 72149-0001.
editor-in-chief for the 2009-2010
interpretation.
shallow harlots. In my mind, I was
She may be contacted at
Bison. He may be contacted at
For pure social logistics, I ran
justilied
in
my
anger
and
thought
it
hwatckins@harding.edu.
bmathews@harding.edu.
era~ and later played basketball and
Samantha Holschbach
MANAGING EDITOR
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ese days, "opinion
mgs" synonymous with
criticism". For a personal
change of pace, let's dwell on
something positive happening here
at Harding: the end of the' school
year. Graduation or swnmer break,
you have finished yet another year
of difficult coursework (no, not you, '
education majors). In my opinion,
you are exceptional. Harding is,
well, hard. Whether your personal
challenge was classes, chapel,
' Spring Sing or finding your place
here, not a soul will leave for the
swnmer without having faced
significant obstacles.
When I was younger, I always
thought college would ~ake me
smarter or more skilled, which
would help me with my future
t was a quarter moon. Not
career. However, I now realize the
chat
it matters, but it was a
primary function of college is to
quarter
moon. The wind was
ease us into life. Juggling more
through
the trees. There
blowing
responsibilities is rhe first step a
was
a
slight
chill
in
the air, and
freshman takes toward adulthood at
campus
was
unusually
empty.
any school.
Basically,
all
of
the
rypical
scary
Harding also provides a second,
happening.
We
had
things
were
unique difficulty: submission. I
set ourselves up for this, and to
openly disagree with the majority
be honest, I expected something
of rules and systems at this school.
to
happen. Namely, residua)
Due to financial reasons, I cannot
haunting.
•
transfer.
Because
energy cannot be
When all's said and done, this is
or
destroyed,
it must be
created
a gift. Twenty-somethings like me
stored
somewhere.
Certain
older
do not realize that life, in whole,
buildings
are
m:\de
of
stones
or
is following or circumventing
nails
that
foster
this
transferred
rules. Most rules in the world are
energy. The energy released
inane, demeaning and ridiculous.
However, they are tradition, perhaps during a traumatic event can be
stored in the walls of a building,
the strongest societal force we will
and that memory can be played
experience. Tradition can be revised,
back at a later time. The
but never perfected.
auditory
or visual playback of
With this truth in mind, we
this event is known as a residual
must resolve to never beat dead
haunting.
horses like chapel attendance or
Most of us know the legend
rnrfew. lnstead, when we look back
the Lee Building. When
behind
afrer laboring under these rules, we
the
Lee
Building was constructed
should feel accomplished; especially
.
it
was
to
act as the music
if we leave with close friends and
building,
and many music majors
connection.s.
spent
their
evenings.practicing
As graduation draws closer for us
It
was
built using bricks
there.
all, we· cannot ignore ·t he future.
from old Godden Hall, the dorm
Too often, college seems like a
that Gerrie allegedly died in
period outside of time. Especially
years
ago. Some say that. she can
for sophomores and juniors,
be
seen
walking the path from
graduation seems a lifetime away.
the Lee Building to Pattie Cobb
Cookie-cutter careers are coo often
accepted as the natural course oflife. Hall, where Godden Hall used to

Moon I ight Sonata

I

Harding can breed mediocrity, for
mediocre careers are the most stable.
However, if we accept stability as the
purpose of life, we deny the world
the true potential many of us have
to offer. One of the most prevalent
themes in scripture is uncertainty.
An uncertain future requires
more faith and confidence than a
comfortable one. In face, we should
eventually become comfortable with
uncertainty itself.
Excessive planning will lead
co disappointment. Ifwe plan
more than two steps ahead, we
will be devastated and unprepared
when our designs fail. Life is not
predestined, not even by us.
These conclusions should not
_lead to hopelessness or despair.
Instead, recognition of our
incredible freedom from plans
should be inspirational. We no
longer have to pine for the future
freedoms in score but rather realize
the current rules we follow are an
opportunity. I have found Harding
co be a challenge to my creativity
and a problem waitirig to be solved.
The ways we solve problems are the
most important skills we will ever
develop. The most miserable people
are those who react co hardship
in the same manner every time.
Without constructing new strategies
and keeping our dreams adaptable,
we will always be let down. In the
words of Mark Twain, ''Aman
has no business co be depressed
by a disappointment, anyway; he
ought to makeup his mind to get
even." The answer co government is
anarchy. Go for it. We're in college.
Conformity has no keys to success.
In order to accomplish something
great, we must be ready to change.
EVAN CHURCH is a guest
contributor for The Bison. He
may be contacted at echurch@
harding.edu
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Space
stand. The story that many
people have not heard is that of
Fran.
.
Fran was in love. Both she
and her boyfriend were music
majors. Her boyfriend was on
his way back to Harding late one
night and was killed in a terrible
car accident. Heartbroken, Fran
spent all of her time in the Lee
Building playing the piano,
singing, and mourning the loss
of her true love. One night, Fran
was found dead beside the piano.
The only conclusion that could
be formed was that she died of a
broken heart.
Soon after, chose in the Lee
Building late at night said they
could hear the sound of a piano,
but no one could be found
actually playing. It sounded as if
this noise was coming from the
third floor, but there is no third
floor. This went on for years.
In. 1998, a group of'students
set up recording equipment in
the building and actually have
recorded audio of some unusual
noises. To me, this sounded like
it had co be a residual haunting.
I set out to discover what

was truly happening in the Lee
Building. Everyone that I talked
to around campus had strange
stories about noises or just felt
that it was a little too creepy.
Was it the familiar Harding
ghost, Gerrie? Was it Fran, the
young girl grieving the loss of her
boyfriend? Or was it something
else?
My friend Erin and I decided
that we were going to spend the
·night in the Lee Building and .
find out for ourselves what was
going on. We set up camp in the ·
middle of rhe second floor. With
lights off and sleeping bags out,
we waited. I expected something,
anything. The old bricks and long
empty hallways were far from
comforting, but what we. wanted
was noise.
We patiently waited for la.m.
to arrive, and when 2 a.m . had .
come and gone I was beginning
to feel disappointed. Not even
the slightest creak of the old
building had occurred.
As I lay there in silence I
couldn't help but think that
maybe, if I had been doing the
same things 50 years ago, I would
have been hearing something. I
imagined the sound of a piano
coming from the nonexistent
floor above me. Why wasn't it
.
there now?
I believe chat at some point

music could be heard in the Lee
Building. Maybe the terrible
night that Fran died some form
of energy was scored in those
old brick ~alls, and over time it .
was slowly released. Maybe all of
that energy is gone now, sucked
up unknowingly by people just
passing through the building.
Too many people took things and
coo many thjngs came in. The
entire memory was just displaced
and the tiny residual that was left
was taken by the masses. Maybe
there is nothing left to give. The
memory of Fran was pushed our,
forced to leave. 1be Lee Building
is no longer the music building;
there aren't even pianos in there
anymore. It is just another
building with a different form
and function . No orte remembers
Fran and her story.
I have no doubt chat people
have heard the sound of a piano
playing late into the night, but
I don't think chat memory exists
any longer. Memories fade over
time and are eventually forgotten .
If it was a residual memory, a
memory trapped in the walls, it
is gone now, as are so many other
memories.
COURTNEY DARNELL is a
guest contributor for The Bison.
She may be contacted at
cdarnell @harding.edu.

Love As Art

l

am going to die. Eventually. I've
realized this before, but every
now and then that realization
comes surging up from some deep,
dark place in my being and into
the light of my consciousness, and
I experience the feeling of reality
anew. My death is an undeniable
truth, an inevitable event.
There is nothing physically
wrong with me (you may insert
some joke about my appearance
here). I am perfectly healthy by
most stand'\l'ds. I have everything I
could ever need and an unlimited
number of opportunities co obtain
things that I don't need. I have food,
water, clothes, shelter, a car, two
computers, a cell phone, an iPod,
the list of my personal possessions
goes on and on (all testimonies to
my wealth). Many times, I've found
myselfactually desiring to buy some
new gadget that ~ould be really
useful co have but that I absolutely
do not need. At times, that desire
has actually competed and won out
over the desire co help people with
my money, or to save my money for
some future event where I would be
able to experience relationships in
a growing way (say, a dinner with
friends or something like that).
But money and time are only
conduits for my desires. The
important issue is not how I spend
my money or my time. The most
important question that 1need to
ask myself, perhaps that we need
to ask ourselves, why do we spend
our time and money the way we
do? What keeps us from living the
kind of life that Chris Allen sings
about in his song "Live Like We're
Dying?" We know we only have a
short time on this earth, and that
death could come at any moment.

going to die. At least, we forget
much more profound than
appearance. We're not static
the very real chance that it could
happen to us at any time.
creatures, our looks will morph and
~
After seeing someone suffer
fade with time. Even the way we act
and think will be influenced and
through the loss of a family
. member or become themselves a
changed by people and experiences.
victim to a life-altering or lifeThe point is that peeple don't
So why do we spend so much rime
threacening
disease, how many
come in little packages wrapped
striving to achieve and obtain things
times have you heard the phrase, "I
up and tied with a bow. We're
that, if we were to look back on our
just
didn't
think
it
would
happen
eternally
dynamic, adapting and
lives after we die, we would view as
to
me?"
What
is
the
worldview
responding
differently co each new
meaningless wastes of time?
situation that life throws at us as
behind this statement? Do people
I am convinced that there is
we grow older. Why would we ever
living in other cultures display
a sickness among Americans and
this same feeling of perplexity and
quit trying to love someone? It's a
generally the wealthy population of
, disbelief wheri they experience a
great adventure, always presenting
the world. Face it. Given that only
death scenario or know that one is
new challenges and never boring.
about 12 percent of Americans live
looming around the corner? How
Sure, we may grow tired, but love is
below the poverty line, statistically,
could anyone be so ~roganc as
supposed to be a journey. It's not a
if you're an American and you're
co actually think that "This could
credit card swipe.
reading this, then you're probably
never happen" co me?'~ Are you not
But some of you are confused
wealthy. And by wealthy, I mean
human?
by my language or you don't
by global standards. Twenty-five
I believe we've been brainwashed
understand that love is so much
percent of the world population
by the blessing of capitalism. It's a
more than just a feeling. But that's
lives on less than $1.25 a day and
cultural influence that has saturated
OK because we're still young and
80% percent on less than $I 0 a
we have time co figure it out. Or
· e.very part of our lifestyles. One of
day. If you live above the poverty
its most negative aspects is that it
do we? Well, just in case some of
line in America, you're wealthier
is
a
major
faccor
in
our
struggle
to
us are scheduled to kick the bucket
than a large percentage of the
a
understand
love.
A
lot
of
us
have
bit sooner than we've planned
world's population, and that wealth
always
been
able
to
get
what
we
(or
graduate), here are a couple of
is the incubator for the germ.
want
with
the
easy
swipe
of
a
credit
suggestions:
read 1 Corinthians
It's ~ sickness that is common to
card
or
the
click
of
a
"buy''
buccon.
13
"The
Art
of Loving" by Erich
humanity, but it takes on a new
We've been taught that it's good to.
Fromm and ''A Severe Mercy" by
form in the American and other
"shop around" before choosing a
Sheldon Vanauken. It's worth rl\e
Westernized cultures, where
husband
or
wife.
We
should
find
.
mental sweat, I promise. But just
capitalism and consumerism reign
someone
who
meets
our
needs
and
·
in
case your summer will be as
supreme.
is
easy
for
us
to
love.
as mine and you're not sure
busy
What is the purpose in
of
this
The
unfortunate
effect
you'll
have time to sit down with a
obr:urung material possessions? Of
process is that it places most of the
good book or two, I'll summarize
having a well-paying job? Of being
emphasis on appearance. There's
for you: Love is action. Love is
comfortable? Offeeling some sort
no initial harm in this. After all,
sacrifice. We can learn to love
of shallow happiness? Qfliving the
anyone. Love is what makes life
no one wants co buy something if
''American dream?" In our daily
it looks dirty and broken (unless
worth living.
pursuit of material comfort, I think
they get their sense of self-worth
we've become ensnared by a very
from fixing things). That's common
THOMAS Hill: is a guest
unique side-effect that comes from
(capitalistic) sense. The problem is
contributor for The Bison.
actually obtaining all these things
this: people are not commodities.
. He may be contacted at
and being wealthy. I think that we
stealthzorman@gmai I.com
Our worth comes from somewhere
momentarily forget that we are
_
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SECTION B

Spring teams
end seasons

on high note
by JAMES BUCE
·student writer
Sincejoining the GulfSouth
Conference in 2001, the Bisons
have competed against some of
the best competition in Division II collegiate sports, and
this spring has shown success
with a number of All-GSC
Honors.
Following a successful campaign, the men's tennis team
expects to make the Division
II tournament following a 14-7
record and behind the leadership
of the Ruiz brothers. Marco, a
senior, earned his fourth AllGSC honors and Henrique, a
sophomore, continued in his
brother's footsteps by earning
his second straight All-GSC
honor.
Not far behind the men's
team, the women's team had
three players earn All-GSC
honors. Sophomore Ling Chan
and senior Lola Pardo eamed
a place on the first team, and
senior Katherine Golik was
named to the second team.The
team finished the season with
a 23-7 record.
Going from the courts to the
greens, the men's and women's
golfteams each had players earn
All-GSC honors.
For the men's team, an
unprecedented two players
e--..med second team All-GSC
honors. Freshmen Blake Chase"
and Brandon Cauldwell were
the first pair ofBisons to make
the All-GSC team following a

mmpeti.tive season,mchsawthe
team finish 8th in the GSC.
ThewomeriS golfteam leaned
heavily on )UUth throughout the
season,andtheGSCrecognized
them when announcing awards.
Freshman WhitneyOhlhausen
was named GSC Freshman of
the Year and was named to the
first team All-GSC. She was

joined by fellow freshman SoYun Kim on the first team. Dr.
Nicky Boyd was named GSC
Co-Coach ofthe Year.The team
finished third in the GSC.
Earlier in the semestei;itwas
announced that the women's
cross-country team was one
of three GSC teams named a
Division II All-Academic team.
Thewomenhada3.5 GPA,and
earned the honor for the fifth
straight season. The team also
had three individual 'runners
make the All-Academic team:
senior Katy Grant, graduate
student Gosia Hightower and
sophomore Gladys Kimtai.
Sophomores Philip Biwott
and RyanJohnson earned a place
on the All-Academic team.
In March, junior Stephen
Blake was named to the Aca- "
demicAll-GSC men5 basketball
team. The team had five players
on the GSC Commissioner's
honor roll: junior Stephen
Blake, junior Kevin Brown,
senior Matt Garner, junior
Kirk Porter and sophomore
Zach Roddenberry.
Junior Kevin Brown was
named to the second team AllGSC men's basketball team, his
second time to earn a spot on
the team.The men's basketball
~earn finished the season with
a lo-12 record.
1hewomen5 OOsketball. team
had two players named to the
second team::All'-GS€ conference team: senior Stacey Owen
and junior Bailey St. Claire.The
team finished the season with
a 17-12 record.
The Bisons baseball team
had a successful season and look
forward to seeing the awards
following the season.
Spring 2010 brought many
awards for the Bison athletic
department, and with the )Uung
taleI_lt, provides excitement going
into next year.

Photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Freshman pitcher Lucas Waddell delivers a pitch during a recent home game at Jerry Moore Field. Waddell
became only the second Bison pitcher to ever receive GSC Pitcher of the Week honors twice in a season.

Waddell inakes instant impact
by CHRIS O'DELL
sports editor

opportunities,"Waddell said.
The right-hander from Ladner,
British Columbia was recently named
The Harding Bison baseb:ill team Gulf South Conference West Division
has had several young players make Pitcher of the Week. It marked the
significant contributions this season. second time this season Waddell has
Those contributions were felt strongest won the award, making him only the
in the team's rotation, where multiple second Harding pitcher to earn multiple
young pitchers made their mark on the GSC Pitcher of the Week awards. The
'other Bison to accomplish the feat was
team early in the season.
Freshman Lucas Waddell might pitcher Justin Phillips, who did so three
have been the biggest surprise of all times in 2007.
for the Bisons.
,
"It is a pretty amazing honor,"Wad"Harding had a lot of returning dell said. "Harding has had many great
pitchers from last season," Waddell pitchers come through the program,like
said. "So I assumed as a freshman I senior Troy Keith. So it is an honor to
would most likely itch a few innings be induded among such great guys."
To earn the award, Waddell pitched a
oqf.ofthe [butfpen 9.hd iflucky, may e· -~
get a start."
seven-inning shutout in Harding's final
The freshman pitcher.was the benefit game of the season. He led his team to
of another player's injury early on the a 5-0 victory over Arkansas Tech in the
season. Starting pitcher Brodie Brumley . game. During the game, the freshman
suffered a season-ending iajury that allowed only four hits and no walks
allowed sophomore Kyle Cline to take while fanning two Tech batters.
the weeke~d starting spot. With Cline
The story of the game, and also the
moving up in the rotation, Waddell was story of the season for Waddell, was
able to earn more playing time the the pitcher's ability to consistently
year progressed.
·
throw strikes. Against Tech, 55 of his
"Fortunately I had success when I 75 pitches went for strikes to help him
was given an opportunity, and that built earn his third shutout of the season. The
upon itself, giving me more and more win pushed Waddell's record to 6- 1 on

as

the season and improved his ERA to
an impressive 3.21.
In 42 innings pitched this year, Waddell walked only six batters and gave up
only five extra-base hits. However, the
freshman righty still sees much room
for improvement.
'We had trouble bringing the winning
tools to each game,"Waddell said. "You
need to have good hitting, pitching and
defense to win. We had trouble bringing
all three on a regular basis."
Despite so me inconsistencies
throughout the season, the Bisons did
clinch their fourth consecutive winning
season Sunday. After its season ending
victory over Tech, the Bisons finished
the season with a 25-24 record.
"There is a large group of talented
players who will be returning next year,"
Waddell said. "They are only going to
get better. We are in a great position
to keep improving and have a lot of
success the next few years."
One ofthose players will be Waddell,
who will head into next season with a
nearly guarantee.cl spot in the Bison
rotation. If the young pitcher can add
on to his early success this season, No.
30 might be a player the Bisons rely on
heavily throughout the 2011 season.

Bradford, Tebo"7 dea,lt difficult lot in NFL draft
that Bradford relied heavily on a
top offensive line to keep defenses
clear of their offensive leader. No.
The
14 also had the best tight end
in the country each season, with
Lead off
more than capable receivers to
throw to.
After a majority of Bradford's
e 2010 NFL draft came
line
bolted for the NFL following
nd went last week and
his
sophomore
season, 'the Sooners
when the dust settled, sevfound
themselves
in need of pass
eral teams had their depth charts
blockers.
Then
when
Jermaine
reshuffied at the quarterback
Gresham
suffered
a
season-endposition. With four highly touted
ing injury before the season began,
quarterbacks in the draft this year,
only one thing was certain - Sam Bradford entered the 2009-2010
season without his key weapons
Bradford was a lock for the first
- and it would prove devastating
overall pick However, nothing
for the H eisman winner. Bradford
was certain about any of t4e other
would suffer two separate shoulder
·three quarterbacks.
injill-ies against BYU and Texas
Now that the four big-name
during the season that cut his
rookie quarterbacks have shifted
junior season extremely short.
the landscape of the NFL season
Now Bradford finds himself
only three months before training
in a similar situation in St. L ouis.
camp begins, let's take a look at
The Rams have very few playmakeach quarterback's situation with
ers on either side of the ball. Aside
their new team and how their
from star running back Stephen
careers may ultimately play out.
Jackson, the Rams are below averFormer Oklahoma Sooner
age at nearly every position. This
Sam Bradford came into the draft
could ultimately hurt any chance
as the consensus No. 1 overall
Bradford has·of being a successful
pick With an impressive pro
quarterback in the NFL.
day in front of NFL coaches and
With the surprise pick of the
scouts, there was never any doubt
draft, the.Denver Broncos selected
that the Rams would take BradTim Tebow at the back-end of the
ford with their top pick. However, first round and found themselves
being the first player taken in the ,
being immediately scrutiniz<;d
draft can sometimes be a negative
for it. Denver head coach Josh
thing for a player's career. In fact,
M cDaniels' fate is now forever
that may actually be the situation
tied to the ex-Gator quarterback
Bradford finds p.imself in when
IfTebow fails to be a successful
his career is complete.
starting quarterback, McDaniels'
In Bradford's first two seasons
career will never be looked at the
at Oklahoma, the 6-foot-4 gunsame. And with the quarterbackslinger shredded Big 12 defenses
needy Broncos selecting Tebow,
en route to a H eisman trophy his
the two-time national champion
sophomore season. What most
might be forced to start sooner
·
people don't realize, however, is
rather than later.
CHRIS O'DELL .

T

Photo courtesy of the Associated Press
Oklahoma quarterback Sam Bradford, right, holds up a jersey with
NFL commissioner Roger Goodell· after he was selected as the No.
1 overall pick by the St. Louis Rams in the NFL Draft April 22.
Nearly every scout and coach
in football will tell you that Tebow
needs several years of coaching in
order to be ready for NFL defenses. However, by selecting Tebow
in the first round, the Broncos
might have ensured Tebow never
becomes fully ready to be a successful NFL quarterback.
One of the biggest shocks in
the draft was the fall of Notre
Dame quarterback Jimmy Clausen. Pegged as the fourth best
player in the draft by draft expert
M el Kiper Jr., Clausen fell all the
way to the No. 48 pick and was
chosen by the Carolina Panthers.
Although Clausen's slide meant a
loss of millions of dollars for the
quarterback, it might have been

the best thing that could have
happened to the former Notre
Dame star.
Now Clausen finds himself
on a team with an above-average
qefense and one of the top running games in the league. Not to
mention the fact that Clausen will
have one of the best receivers in
the league to throw to with Steve
Smith.
After coming from an NFLtype offense under Charlie Weis
in college, Clausen is in a great
situation to succ~ed at the top
level. If the young quarterback can
overcome questions about leadership and decision-making, he
could be a Pro Bowl caliber player
in Carolina.

Finally, with the other three
quarterbacks gone by the end of
the second round, Colt M cCoy
was the only quarterback of the
four to not have a new home. ·
But after passing on McCoy two
different times on day two of
the draft, the Cleveland Browns
selected the former Longhorn
with the No. 85 overall pick of
the draft. Although the Browns
do not have the supporting cast
around the quarterback like the
Panthers do, I see McCoy in a
siffiilar situation as Clausen.
McCoywill be able to sit and
learn his first year in the league
behind veteran Jake Delhorrime.
'J3y then, the Browns could add a
playmaking receiver for M cCoy,
as well as any other weapons. He
will theIJ. come into a West Coast
offense, which is very similar to
the type of short-passing game the
Longhorns used with McCoy.
With a chan<!e to play for
quarterback expert Mike Holgren,
M cCoy could end up being the
best quarterback in the draft, despite being the fourth quarterback
chosen of the bunch.
·
Although all four players come
into the NFL with high expectations, the c.h ances are only one .
or two will truly be successful
quarterbacks at the next level. The
way I see it, the last two quarterbacks taken, of the top-four at the
position, will have the best chance
to succeed in the NFL.
CHRIS O'DELL
serves as the sports editor for
the 2 009 -2010 Bison. ·
He may be contacted at
codell @harding.edu
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,Bison Notes
Bisons place
four on All·G SC teams
information courtesy of HU
Sports Information

Bisons with three
freshmen as All-GSC
The Harding baseball team
had four members, three of them
freshmen, honored on the 2010
All-Gulf South Conference Baseball Team on Thursday. Catcher
'E rin McCarver was named to
the 1st Team and was also named
Freshman of the Year.Junior
)ason Nappi and freshman Tyler
Billen also made 1st Team, while
freshman Anthony Guglielmi was
'
named 2nd Team.
McCarver, a native of Carrollton, Texas, hit .346 with four home
runs and 35 RBI. His .485 on-base
percentage and .567 slugging percentage both ranked second on the

team. Behind the plate, McCarver
threw out 16 would-be base stealers and picked off three more. In
conference games, McCarver° hit .
.394 and drove in 24 runs in only
19 games. He is Harding's first
GSC Freshman of the Year honoree and Harding's first All-GSC
catcher since Jeris Noye in 2000.
Nappi, Harding's first baseman and a native of Birmingham,
Ala., led the team in nearly every
offensive category. He hit .413
with eight home runs and 59 RBI,
leading the team in each category.
He was also tops in runs (52), hits
(64), walks (31), slugging percentage (.677) and on-base percentage
(.518). Nappi's 59 RBI rank 30th ·
in Division II. He had four home
runs and drove in 29 in 20 GSC
games.
Billen is a relief pitcher from
Edmond, Okla. He compiled a 4- ~
record with a 2.53 ERA. Billen
made 15 appearances, all in relief,
and pitched 32 innings, allowing
only nine earned runs and two
walks. He struck out 16. Billen

Four straight
•
•
\Vlnn1ng
season~
by SARAH KYLE
news editor
With the semester coming
to a swift close, the Harding
University Bison baseball
'team played their last game
of the 2009-2010 season last
Sunday, April 25.
.
The season was the fourth
consecutive winning season for
the Bisons, with a final record
of 25 wins to 24 losses. The
't eam excelled on the home
field, winning 19 out of 26
home games.
Outfielder Will McDonald said that while there are
;always improvements, the
:team had success multiple
weekends.
"We have not done as well
as we had hoped or expected,
but we had a good series last
weekend," McDonald said.
McDonald said that he feels

became Harding's.first reliever to
earn All-GSC honors.
Guglielmi , who played leftfield
for the Bisons, is a native of Charlotte, N.C. He broke the Harding
school record with 19 doubles on
the season. He batted .350 overall
with two home runs and 32 RBI.
He also led the team with five
outfield assists.

Alabama Class 6A championship game and earned lst Team
All-State honors. Copeland was
selected to' play in the Alab~rna
High School All-Star .Game.
Cre~er is a senior at Harding
Academy of Memphis where she
was named the team's defensive
player of the year. Her squad won
two state championships·in.her
three years on the varsity. As a
Lady Bisons ·sign
senior, Creamer was named honorthree players
able mention All-Region.
Easterly earned 2nd Team
Harding head volleyball coach
All-D}strict honors at Fair Grove
Keith Giboney announced the
High School. Her team won
signing of three players to NCAA
31 games her senior season and
· advan.ced to the state quarterNational Letters oflntent. Joining
the Lady Bisons for the 2010 season finals after winning the district
are Lisa Copeland, a 5-9 outside
championship.
hitter from Huntsville,Ala.,Jordan
'
Creamer, a 5-4 defensive specialist
Former Lady Bison
from Arlington, Tenn., and Stephainducted to H.O.F.
nie Easterly, a 6-0 middle blocker
from Fair Grove, Mo:
Janet Kogo, a former member
Copeland attends Grissom
of the Harding Unive.rs.i ty .track
High School and led her team
and cross country teams, will be
with 548 kills and 72 blocks.
one of six. new members inducted
She helped lead the squad to the
into the Division II Track & Field

Athlete Hall of Fame, the U.S.
Track & Field and Cross Country
Goaches Association (USTFCCCA) announced on Monday.
Kogo, along with Christopher
Coleman of St. Augustine's, Kia
Davis of St. Augustine's, Meredith
Davis of Morningside College,
A.G. Kruger of Morningside Col~
lege, and Petra Juraskova of Cal
State-Los Angeles will be honored
with an induction ceremony to be
held Wednesday, May 26, in Charlotte, N.C., site of the upcoming
NCAA Division II Championships.
Kogo won three NCAA
titles in the 2005 track and field
seasons which includetl a 5000-,
10,000-meter double win at the
outdoor national championships
in Abilene, Texas. At the 2005
NCAA Indqor Championships,
Kogo set a then-championships
5000-meter record with a winning
time of 16:19.59 and was later
named the USTFCCCA Indoor
Track & Field Athlete of the Year
for Division II.

Welcome to Miami

the Gulf South Conference,
in which the Bisons are a part,
is one of the most challenging
in the nation.
"From other teams we
have played and how well
GSC teams perform in post
season, I think that the GSC
is definitely one of the top
conferences in the country,"
McDonald said.
Success will only increase
in coming seasons as the team
continues to bring in new
talent to learn from the older
players, McDonald said.
"We filled a couple of key
spots with new guys this year,
and it turned out very positively," McDonald explaineq.
"I think the team has a great
chance for next year. We are
only losing three players off
of this year's team, so they
will have a good group of
.guys for next year."

photos by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
The Bison tennis team earned its ninth trip to the NCAA II National Tournament on Wednesday, receiving
the 10th seed from the South Region. The Bisons will take on West Florida, the No. 7 seed on Thursday.

Lakers still favorites to win championship
JAMES TAYLOR

Guest

Sports
Column

T

here are still 16 NBA
teams in the playoffs.
This means that as
of Monday afternoon, even
the lowest seeded teams have
·a voided being swept.
Players like Dwyane Wade
have stepped,.up to at least
delay elimination. Veterans
such as Paul Pierce have
shown they can still hit the
fast second shot and young
guns like Kevin Durant have
shown they can play with
the champs.
With all of the action
already taking place in the
first round of the playoffs,
one can only speculate as
to what unexpected twists
and turns basketball fate
will take us through on the
journey to the Finals.
In case you haven't been
keeping up, here are the

teams in the playoffs: The
Thunder, Lakers, Spurs,
Mavericks, Trailblazers,
Suns, Jazz, Nuggets, Bulls,
Cavaliers, Magic, Bobcats,
Hawks, Bucks, Heat and
the Celtics.
Of th ese teams, the
two favorites going into
the playoffs are certainly
the Lakers, led by Kobe
Bryant, and the Cavaliers,
led by Lebron James. This
has to be the year we all get
the matchup we've been
waiting for. ·
· Now, a week into the
playoffs, that scenario is
not as set in stone as it
once appeared. The Lakers
are tied with the Thunder
2-2, and though going back
to play in Los Angeles,
memories of a 21 point
loss in Oklahoma City have
to have the Lakers a little
worried. Meanwhile, the
Cavaliers avoided losing
b.oth games in Chicago
and are heading back to .
Cleveland needing only
one win to clinch the series.

from happening, but with
Dwight Howard blocking
so many shots in the series,
it seems as though he's the
only one prepared to do any
preventing.
As·always, it should be a
tightly contested race to the
· finish line. My prediction
is probably ·n ot the most
popular, but I believe we
will see a repeat oflast year's
finals. I think the Magic will
once again prove to be too
tough for the Cavs, and the
Lakers will struggle, but
ultimately find themselves
on the big stage one more
time. At this point, no need
Photo courtesy of the Associated Press for revenge or act of magic
Oklahoma City Thunder forward Kevin Durant looks on from the bench during the
can stop · number 24. The
closing seconds in Game 5 of a first-round NBA basketball playoff 'series; Tuesday,
best closer in the game will
April 27, 2010, in Los Angeles. The Lakers won 111-87.
close the finals with another
win, another trophy and ·
another ring.
Though all signs indicate the ing with an attitude and game_fou~.
Orlando is another team
Cavs will probably win the holds a 3-1 lead in their
series, they did show signs series with the Heat. Their that is playing well ea;ly in
of mortality that teams such only loss came at the hot the playoffs. With a win JAMES TAYLOR is a gues.t
as the Magic will certainly ·hand ofDwyane Wade, who tonight, .the Magic coµld sports col umnist for the
scored a franchise playoff acquire the first sweep of 2009-2010 Bison. He
find comforting.
As far as other finals record 46 ppints, to put the series. The Bobcats will may be contacted at jtayhopefuls go, Boston is play- the Heat over the top in do their best to prevent this lor7@hardi ng.edu
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Workshop envisions developing world
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by JANET ORGAIN
student writer

Berryman said.
Harding UniversityTahko-

Harding University will
host the 50th - anniversary
World Mission Workshop
October 14-17 on the grounds
of Harding-owned Camp
Tahkodah and H .U.T. with
the John 10:10 theme, "That
They May Have Life."
According to faculty
director for World Mission
Workshop Mark Berryman,
the workshop will focus on
practical, interactive mission
simulations and hands-on
learning. As many as 1000
students are expected to
attend from all Christian
schools associated ~ith the
Churches of Christ; as wdl
as from many state school
campus ministries.
"We want to generate
excitement and enthusiasm
among students and expose
them to other types of mission
training outside the classroom,"

bordering Camp Tahkodah.
The village is designed to help
Harding missions students
become familiar with other
cultural practices. H.U.T. will
be used throughout the 2010
workshop.
"Setting the workshop at
Camp Tahkodah and H.U.T.
will enhance the experience
immensely," Berryman said.
"Most students have never
been exposed to any of these
hands-on developmental
sites."
H. UT. will include simulations of Africa, Southeast
Asia, Central America, Appalachia, slums of the urban
developing world and refugee
camps. Every participant has
the opportunity to purchase
one meal from a simulated
developing-world market
and prepare it ovetan open
fire. Another aspect of the

dah,or H.UT.,isaglobalvillage

workshop will be large group
simula~ions concerning
world hunger and language
acquisition.
The workshop will focus
on both urban and rural
missions. Practical learning opportunities for rural
missions include training
· in compost gardening, drip
irrigation, sanitation, water
purification, well digging
and more.
Urban missions training
will include a European
sidewalk cafe setting, Let's
Start Talking simulations,
China Now simulations
· and' training sessions with
Discovery Bible Study.
photo courtesy of JANET ORGAIN
In the evenings there will Students who attend the World MissionsWorkshop will experience life in a different
be fireside conversations aqd world at Camp Takodah's H.U.T. campus. Tasks will include buying and bartering in
storytelling by experienced the marketplace, pictured here.
·
missionaries from around
the world. The workshop
. Harding University hopes practical, usable knowledge so ·MarkBerryman atmberryma.@
will conclude with a sunrise this workshop will kindle "that they may ha·ve life."
harding.edu or the Harding
service on Sunday morning
For more information or University Missions Office
the flame for missions inside
overlooking the mountains
students and equip them with to volunteer, please contact at 501.279.5133.
and valleys of the Ozarks.

Cathcart dorm parents

Students thro"\V

graduate to new life

.rock through
Sears window

by JESSICA ARDREY

of the College of Communication, had
recently put his house on the market
after he was hired as the new director of
Dorm parents Andrew and Amy the HUG program. Andrew suggested
Baker and their three children are to Amy that they take a look.
finishing up their last semester in
"We walked in and - I don't know
Cathcart. They have spent seven years - I just felt very peaceful about it.
in the dorm and are moving out this It felt very homey, and the more we
summer.
looked around, the more it felt right,"
Amy recently had the opportu- she said.
nity to apply for a faculty position in
They put an offer on the house, which
Harding's Communications Disorders the James's accepted, and the deal should
Department as a speech pathologist. close in a couple weeks. The Bakers
In order to fill the position, however, have to stay in the dorm until the last
Amy would have to resign as a Resident of the summer programs in mid-July,
Life Coordinator.
while the James's also leave for Greece
"Every year we reevalµate our in July.This gives them plenty of time
time in the dorm and figure out if it's to move in before school starts.
something that we're still passionate
The Bakers stressed the fact that
about," Amy said. "This year, for the they are not leaving Cathcart on negafirst time, we felt like we were ready to tive terms.
try something a little different."
"The girls have been great. We've
Amy applied for the job and received been really, really blessed here," Amy
a letter officially offering her the posi- said. "Good grief, we have seven years
tion last Tuesday.
of people and relationships! A~d we
. The family then ' turned their at- wouldn't have had any of them oth. "
tention to the search for a new home. erw1se.
They originally had plans to build a
Their children, Julianne, 8, Maryella,
house, but looked at a few places in 6, and Isaac, 3, are excited about the
town just in case. Their new house move. They mostly look forward to
would have to be in the Searcy area their own rooms and, in Isaac's case, a
because they need to stay close to basketball goal.
Harding's campus.
Amy already has some goals set for
Andrew knew Dr. Mike James, dean next year. Although she is not sure if
student writer

she will ever get to bed at a normal
hour, she's aiming for 9:30 p.m., and
maybe even breakfast for the kids in
the morning.
Despite the excitement, there are
things they will miss.
"Well, for one, I'll miss the other
dorm parents. You couldn't ask for
better neighbors," Baker said. "It's like
a club. No nne ·really knows what it's
like unless they've done it."
The Bakers will also have plenty of
good memories oftheir time in Cathcart.
After Hurricane Katrina hit Louisiana,
they, along with a number of girls in
the dor!I\, sat in the lobby and made
blankets for displaced_families.
Cathcart also competed in the athletic games of the Harding University
Dorm Cup.
. "We rocked HUD Cup," Amy
said. "I even played softball in my
bare feet."
The Bakers have invested seven
years in the lives of 18-year-old girls
and all the excitement that comes with
them. Most people wouldn't be able to
handle those circumstances. The Bakers,
however, greet every one of them with
genuine love in their hearts.
"Every year, we always tell the girls
when they move in that, when they live
in Cathcart, they are a part of our family," Amy said. "And we mean it."

Seniors bid HU farewell at meal
by SAM HOLSCHBACH

Students were also pre- talk about it off-hand.
way he spoke - not so much
."I have no idea why I
reminiscing, but looking more sented with information
towards the future."
about remaining active as didn't get an e-mail," Salinas
For some seniors, graduBecause of the dinner, Harding alumi and GradMed said. "We don't know what
ation seemed distant until senior Blake Chandler can insurance, which is intended happened; it's still a mystery
the senior dinner April 26 look at the future a bit more for students newly graduated to me."
in the Founders Room of optimistically: he is $100 from college.
Despite not receiving an
the Heritage Center.
"For a lot ofcollege grads, invitation, Salinas said she is
richer because he attended.
"It was not necessarily Harding president Dr. David · after they leave college delighted to have attended
closure, but a good transi- Burks stated in the invitation their medical insurance is the dinner, as it furnished
tion from being a student to e-mail that he would ran- severed from their parents," her with ample last-minute
becoming an alumnus of the domly give $100 to a senior Salinas said. "They have to photo opportunities.
school and what you can do who had pre-registered for either find a separate plan
"It was nice that everyone
to give back," senior Andrea the event and was also in or find·a good job that will was in one place," Salinas
.Jernigan said.
attendance, and the blessing offer the medicat insurance. said.
The dinner consisted of a fell on Chandler.
That "(insurance) sounds
Besides a free meal and
traditiqnal grilled entree of
"I was so surprised be- like a good alternative for common camaraderie, the
either steak or chicken, sides cause I never win anything," me because I fall into that evening ultimately allowed
like baked potatoes and green Chandler said. "It's the biggest category. "
seniors to dwell on Harding ·
beans, and dessert. Following thing I've ever won. It took
Because the dinner was memories and simultaneously
the meal, seniors participated me a few seconds to realize publicized exclusively via e- look ahead.
in a brief devotional and lis- I had won."
mail, some students missed
"It was kind of like a
tened to senior Brice Priestly,
Chandler said that prior the message in their inbox good way to close the year,"
who encouraged graduates to to the dinner he was contem- and remained oblivious to Jernigan said. "I haven't
use their talents and biblical plating going to the.ATM the event or heard about it mentally prepared myself
principles gleaned at Harding to pay for his club formal. through friends. Salinas did to leave quite yet, because it
to serve others.
However, winning $100 not receive an e-mail, only hasn't set in yet even though
"It wasn't sappy," senior eliminated the need to do learning about the event from it's so close. It will probably
Sheila Salinas said. "I like the so afterward.
listening to her suitemates set in on graduation."
managing editor

.

All students: fill 'out .
a mail-forwarding
card at Postal
Services

Dine In or Take Out!
Now Delivering to Campus!

703 E Race Street

501-268-1288
Try our famous Curry, Lumpia or Pancit!

trying to break a window in
a girl's dorm. The lights were
· on. They knew people were
probably in there." ·
According to Chief of
Public Safety Craig Russell,
the rock throwing is an unusual
; occurrence on campus.
"Every now and then we'll
have a window broken out
for one reason or another but
someone just throwing rocks
at windows, that's relatively
rare," Russell said.
In fact, the few occasions
he could think of involving
broken windows on campus
involved practical jokes in the
male dorms. Rock throwing,
especially in the female dorms,
is unprecedented.
According to the Public
Safety report, some residents
said they saw a guy with a
white shirt running away
around the same_ time.
Public Safety was sent to
patrol the situation but no
one was found.

Doing something interesting this
summer? Don't forget about us:
send your activities to
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Rocks tossed at a window
are the epitome of a bad
romantic comedy. There is
almost always a cute boy
waiting outside to declare his
love to whatever ingenue is
waiting above. This was not
the case for freshmen Ellie
Hammons and Amber Mayo
on April 21 .
The two roommates were
sitting on their beds around
11:45 p.m. when the rocks
began to hit their third floor
window in Sears Hall.
"It sounded like it was
coming from the roof," Hammons said.
They soon realized it was
not. What started as a soft clink
on their window turned into
the sound of breaking glass.
These were no small rocks.
From Hammons' estimate
the rocks were a little smaller
than baseballs.
"When the glass broke, we
looked at each other, ran out
, of the rQom and grabbed our
RA," Hammons said.
r.llie girls were not alone.
Other rooms in Sears had
rocks thrown at their windows that night. Mayo and
Hammons' window was the
only one to break.
Hammons said she had
trouble going to sleep that
night.
"I didn't want to go back
into ¢,e room for a little while,"
Hammons said. "I found it '
confusing to think about
who would spend their time

RF/Mtt("'-.

Joel HagW1rd

Mon - Thurs

"It's pretty
un.usual. Every
·now and then
we'll have a
window broken
out for one reason
or another but
someone just
throwing rocks at
windows, that's
relatively rare."
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Students postpone college education
for mission experience

7

Adventures in Missions program teaches life lessons

2

1

6

by TIFFANY JONES
student writer

5.

3 7

Devon Newburn,JaMarais
Joseph and Sarah Everett were
all itching to leave home.
Freshly graduated from high
school, all their clothes were
packed and they were re~dy
to go on their first adventure
on their own. After kissing
their parents goodbye, they
got on the planes to tlfeir
new homes. But these current
college students were not on
their way to college. Everett
landed in Albania, Joseph
landed in Italy and Newburn
landed in Mexieo.
The three decided that
instead of going to college
with no idea of what they
wanted to study, they would
go into AIM, Adventures in
Missions, and do short-term
mission work.
'
"After I graduated high
school, I didn't know what I
wanted to do [and] I didn't
want to spend thousands of
dollars at college figuring out
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"It was tough to realize that
I actually didn't have to prove
myself to anybody, just do
the job."
.
Another problem they
had to deal with was breaking the language barrier. All
three students were language
novices.
"There were some days.
where I was like 'I'm never
going to learn this language.',
but everybody loved that we
tried," said Joseph, a junior
bible major at Harding. Now
the only language difficulty
Joseph faces is maintaining
his fluency in Italian.
Now they are back and
trying to be American college
students.
"It's weird because you're
not Italian, but you're not
American,"Joseph said. "You're
something in between."
Everett agreed "I think I
had a year of reverse culture
shock."
But being in the mission
field hasn't kept them behind.
Learning a language and com- .

municating with people has
given all three a new study
ethic. The AIM experience
has also given them a new
view on life.
"I think I'm a lot bolder,"
Newburn said. "People are
not the way that you see
them. They always go much
deeper than what you see on
the outside."
Everett finds God working
his way into what she says.
"What we talk about the
most is what we care about the
most,"Everett said. "God can
sink into-our conversations a
lot more often than he does.
I try to bring God into the
cool things I see."
All three agree that
America has put a stigma
on not immediately going
to college after high school.
They try to encourage those
who want to put off school
for mission work.
"If that is where God is
calling you, then don't ignore
the call/' Newburn said. "College will wait for you."

The Bison Crossword
Across
1 Heel

4 Jog
8- Swamp grass
12 Prison sentence
13 Overabthidant
14 Applause
16 Malign
11 Bay rum, for one
19 Retainer
21 Repented
22 Directs
23 Decade
25 Drum
27 Youngster
32 Wedge
36 Mantle
37 Revere
38 Club Med and the
like
40 Provided with
food
42 True heatli
43 Pismires
45 Andy's chum
46 Impertinent
47 Endures
49 Pigpen
50 Functional
55 Birthplace of St.
Francis
60 Astral
61 Woeful
64 Gone with the
Wind location
65 Waste pipe
66 Twofold
67 Flatboats
68 Boast
69 TV award
70 Thing, in law

Answer to last issue's
crossword

ECT

AH

what I wanted to do," said
Newburn, a current.junior
at Harding.
The 17-year-oldAIM program has sent out more than
65,000 people as short.:.term
missionaries all over the world.
AIM offers programs for all
different ages and lengths of
stay varying from several days
to several months.
AIM is a large operation.
Everett, a senior political
science major at Harding,
decided to do AIM to seal her
foundation in her faith.
"I knew a lot of people
don't have their own faith
when they go to college, they
have their parents' faith,"
Everett said. "So I wanted to
make.sure when I left home
that I was ready to confront
things in life.".
However, being a young
missionary had its drawbacks.
"I was afraid that they
would see me as a young
student who didn't know
anything," Newburn said.
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Answer to last issue's

cryptogram
Ethics are so annoying. I avoid them

on principle.
- Bucky Katt (Darby Conley)
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Creative activity
44 Nope
Acine
48 Compass pt.
Raises
49 Title of respect
Volcanic rock
51 Church table
Small rug
52 Honk
Notion
53 Pipits
Average
54 . Time periods
Cookie
. 55 Append
Scarlet and cerise
56 Slav
Sp. ~omen (Abbr.) 57 Mast
Wife of Zeus
58 Pelvic arch
Wife of Osiris
59 Anthem
Soft shoes, for
60 Close violently
short
62 Fruit drink
39 Devilfish
63 Of poor quality,
· 41 Shrewdly
maybe

Bearcat
Burning
Burrow
Make a deal
Fissure
Frequently (Poet.)
Golfpeg
Catch one's breath
Resound
Flair
HumoristB~

Fewer
Cheers' Danson
Raced ·
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On site Courtesy Officers
On .site maintenance

Fully furnished corporate units

Fitness Center
On site.Managers
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Pool Table
Tanning Bed

Big Screen TV
Computer Room
Basketball Court
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Fully Equipped kitchens'
Walk-in closets

ROSE LAWN APARTMENTS

Several floor plan options
Ceiling Fans

Office Hours:
Mon - Fri 9am-5pm
Sat & Sun by appointment

Smoke detectors

Call us at:

Wasber and Dryer

501-268-0240 or

Mini-blinds

866-299~5653

Fenced private swimming.pool

Extensive landscaping
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1507 W Pleasure'Ave
Searcy, AR 72143
www.searcyflorist.com

5Q1~268-9800
roselawn@cahlelynx.com
www.arkansasapartments.net

Three Bedroom Special
$725 - No Lease - No Application Fee - $300 Deposit
.
$6 7 5 - 6 Month Lease
$650 - 12 Month Lease
washer/dryer - dishwash~rs - ice makers - garbage disposal - fitness center
- swimming pool - basketball court - playground - water/trash paid
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Orchestra performs
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Singing sweetly

with local students

in fin.a l concert
by JOSEPH
DICKERSON
student writer
On April 26, the Harding University/Community
Orchestra, a joint group of
Searcy and Harding musicians,
performed a free concert in _the
Administration Auditorium.
Two directors led the .orchestra: Dr. Mkhael Chance,
professor and director of the
Harding Orchestni and Megan
Joyner, a stringed instrument
teacher in the Searcy Public
Schools. The joint effort of
Chance and Joyner lead to
the fusion oflocal orchestra
players with many levels of
skill and experience. The
Harding Orchestra performs
four concerts per year, two in
the" fall and two in the spring,
and frequently features guest
performers, Chance said. Top
string players are culled from
the Harding University/Community Orchestra for the fall
musical orchestra.
"Orchestra also serves as
a primary lab orchestra for
music majors and student
conductors who are pursuing
studies in orchestral conducting," Chance said.
The orchestra performed
six separate musical pieces.
1hree pieces were selected and
directed by Chance, including
"Le Carnaval des Animaux"
(Carnival of the Animals) by
C Saint-Saens which featured
artwork created by the sixth
grade sting students in the art

class ofKaren Cook at Searcy
Middle School. The other
three pieces were selected
and directed byJoyner and all
featured students from Searcy
public schools.
· · The University/Community
Orchestra concludes each
season with a concert that
combines local private string
students and local public
school string students with
the older group. This concert
is held as a way to encourage
string program participation
among young students in
Searcy, Chance said.
The orchestra plays pieces
that range greatly in style,
theme and difficulty, making
it a good experience for not
only those playing but also
for those attending.
"The Harding University/Community Orchestra
is currently comprised of 30
experienced string players
who audition for a place in the
group," Chance said. ''Most of
the performers are university
students. However, this year,
three players are high school
students who have privately
studied violin through the
Searcy Community School
of Music, and five additional
players are experienced musicians from the oommunitywho
chose to continue playing in
this way."
The Harding University/
Community Orchestra has
been around fur manyyears and
hopes to continue showcasing
its musical abilitiys.

Comm. Disorders
graduates first class
by ALEX MCCLAIN
student writer
Thirteen students will
graduate next Saturday with
a master's in Communication
Sciences and Disorders. These
thirteen students are the first
to graduate from Harding with
this degree.
The graduates began the
master's program in the fall
of 2008 and completed five
semesten: ofwork.
Dr. Beckie Weaver, CSD
chair, said these students
have completed 57 hours of
coursework along with more
than 400 clinical hours and a
r~earch project.
"Five ofthese students col-

SIGN UP TO RECEIVE f'REE
AMBER ALERT TEXT MESSAGES.

if you have a cell phone, you
hold in your hand the power to
help save an abducted child.
Go to wirelessamberalerts.org.
Sign up today. Then when an
AMBER Alert i~ issued in the

lected the data for their capstone
projects in Zambia last summer
on a trip with me, Sara Shock
and BeckyMcLain,'Weaversaid.
'We worked and did practicum
hours in that country and were
able to .s tart projects."
Jhe.capstone projects will
be presented next week.
The studentswill receive their
hoods, an addition to their caps
and gowns, next Friday to be
worn on graduation Saturday.
1herei~ ahoodingc.eremony
Friday afternoon at 4 in the
Reynolds Recirnl Hall to honor
these students," Weaver said.
"Then they will receive their
diplomas at graduation with
everyone else."

photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Bison.
Members of the Harding University Chorus perform at the fund raising "Sweets and Serenades" concert on Mon·.
day, April 26 in the Mclnteer robJnda. The Chorus sold desserts to raise money for the group's summer trip to
South America.

Tuning in· for summer: students from
across U.S. sh·a re music choices
•

by BLAKE MATHEWS
editor-in-chief

in the car.

Midwestern states
Summer is just around the
Classic jazz crooning might
corner, and for the first time
in months students will be not strike most people as one
able to hop into their cars, of the sounds of summer, but
turn up their radios and roll James Easter of Oklahoma
their windows down without .City said that's exactly why
worrying about blasts offrigid he feel? the need to turn up
his favorite summer album,
air, dead leaves or pollen.
But what kind of music "My Way: The Best of Frank
will we pump through our Sinatra."
"It just reminds me oftimes
speakers to herald May's arrival? Summer near the coast where I'd roll the windows
and summer on the Great down and just sing aloud and
Plains are not necessarily the encourage the youth, spreadsame thing, so one's home ing jazz music to all who can
state might influence one's hear," the sophomore music
major said.
summer playlist.
Senior business major
For those who may not
have any tunes set aside for Sarah Riley is a big fan of the
the next few months, think Christian punk-rock outfit
oftllls list as one big recom- '"Reliant K, and 1t oecomes
apparent when she drives
mendation.
home to Qyincy, Ill., for the
summer. "H igh of 75," off
Northern states
.Reliant K's "MMHMM"
Many of us pattern our album, is Riley's dedicated
summer soundtrack after how summer song.
"It's light and upbe.a i and
we want our summers to feel.
Nicole Sullenger said she is fun, and it's good to roll the
looking forward to an "extra windows down and let the
chilled, relaxing" couple of sun shine in," she said..
months, during which she
Eastern states
plans to listen to plenty of
Jason Mraz.
·
Chris DellaPace is from
Even a song titled "If It
Kills Me," which Sullenger Miami, Fla., where summer
listed as her favorite, is hard never fully withdraws its hot,
to listen to without developing humid hand. Still, he has an
a lazy swagger and an even album ready to go for when
lazier smile. She describes the his summer officially starts.
music as "happy-go-lucky," The junior electronic media
an understandable aim for production major listed "Gorilla
the sophomore broadcast Manor"by the indie rock band
L ocal Natives as his recom- .
journalism major.
When junior international mended summer CD.
The relatively new band
business major Katie Minerick
goes home for the summer, she has a sound defined by vocal
heads up to Wind Lake, Wisc., harmonies between the group's
where plenty ofdriving around members and hypnotic, almost
to Jack's Mannequin awaits tribal drum beats. Songs like
her. The summer memories "Sun Head~" are energetic
that Minerick has tied up in without being brash, due in
Jack's Mannequin go back to no small part to rhythms inconcerts, whether they were spired by Afro Cuban music.
big events like Surnmerfest or Another song highlighted by
more private performances, DellaPace, "Camera Talk,"
usually involving Minerick throws violin strings into
and her friends singing at the mix. Both tunes invoke
the top of their lungs as a sustained, steady energy, like
Jack's Mannequin CD plays wheels rolling down a sunlit
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areas that 'fOll've chosen, you'll
receive a free text message. If
,vou spot the vehicle, suspect or
child described in the Alert, call
911. Even if you can't leap tall
buildings in a single bound, you
might still be a real·life hero. .
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highway along the Florida all-in-all, it's a pretty laid back,
raw, honest record."
coastline.
Representing the state of
"When you've got the
windows down and they're California, where summer is
all harmonizing, it's got that part of the culture, is Jeremy
smooth ride kind of feel," Beauchamp, communication
professor and the faculty adviChris said.
Junior LaRell Reynolds is sor for The Bison. He lives in
· an unabashed connoisseur of Searcy full time these· days,
pop music, from Lady Gaga to but hearing some Chicago
the soundtrack from "Glee," takes him right back to the
but when he thinks of what West Coast.
Chicago was Beauchamps
he'll be listening to during his
summer at home in Wash- first concert, the memories of
ington, D .C., a very different .which are tied up in the song
"Saturday in the Park." · .
style comes to mind.
"Every time I hear that
"Anything from Three 6
Mafia," Reynolds.said. "They song I think about being in
make really good tracks, and Redlands, California on the
I feel like this album will Fourth of July," he said. The
bring the music in~ustry to effect isn't the same in Searcy,
but if Beauchamp is in his
a new level."
The album he mentioned home state around July 4, "I'll
is Three 6 Mafia's "L aws of definitely oump Chicago."
Another undeniable part
Power," the latest release
from the rap crew that won of Californian, if not all
a Grammy in 2005 for their American summers is the
work on the "Hustle and Beach Boys.
"They talk about getting
Flow" soundt.rack. Reynolds
said their style is "revolution- out there with your car, and
izing music."For this summer, your girl, going to the beach, ·
though, he said the tracks on maybe hitting the waves ...
"Laws of Power" will work there's just that romantic idea,"
as traditional summer tunes, Beaucpamp said.
something to blast from his
Southern states
car stereo as he drives around
his hometown.
Sophomore nmsing major
Kellum Tate is from BirmingWestern states
ham, Ala., where the summers
For Albany, Oregon native are sweltering and the coast
Nathan D orris, good music is is a day trip away.
Tate picked Neko Case's
good music, regardless of the
season. He said there was no "This Tornado Loves You"
particular band or musical genre as her summ«<r song, and
that gets him i~ a summer while reviewers at allmusic.
frame of mind, and when l\:1ay com. describe Case's style as
rolls around he'll be sticking "alternative country" and with
to his favorite band, Thrice. phrases like "downcast beauty,"
"Beggars," the latest album the song does have some sillnfrom the ambitious hardcore mer traditions deep within
rdckers, is the junior Bible it. The guitars faintly echo
major's pick for his favorite surf rock with their bending
melodies over steady strumsummer album.
''It draws on a lot ofdifferent ming, and the bold energy of
intluences, so everybody can · the' female lead singer lends
relate to at least a little of it," itself to cruising with the wind
Dorris said of"Beggars.""But, in your hair.
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